Based on the analysis of current developing state of graph theory, define the description of spacial moving capability of common couples and translation base and rotation base of mechanism, based on the new description method in topological graph theory. DOF(degree of freedom) of hybrid mechanism analyzed with example based on the definition of dimensionality of branch spacial moving capability and mechanism spacial moving capability, necessary and sufficient condition of non singularity of mechanism presented, as well as the necessary and sufficient condition of singularity of mechanism deduced, in-phase and assimilation condition and in-phase and dissimilarity condition and asynchronism condition of limitation of input base of branch adopted, case number of position singularity and pose singularity and position and pose singularity obtained then, still the way of founding the combination and case number of common serial mechanism and parallel mechanism and hybrid mechanism mentioned.
Introduction
Research on the kinematic chain has been more than one century, in 1964, Freudenstein and Dobrjanskyj [1] introduced graph theory into the mechanics for the first time, which used to represent the topological structure of kinematic chain. A large variety of components and couples in kinematic chains have been integrated out by making use of graph theory [2] , these kinematic chains can also be translated into more different mechanisms, which greatly enriched the structure type of mechanism, the introduction of graph theory has brought great convenience to study the topological structure of the kinematic chains, and new way opened up for the study of mechanics. Meanwhile, the topological map can be described by matrix such as adjacent matrix, correlation matrix, etc. [3] , matrix can be used for mathematical analysis easily, so the graph theory provide to a powerful mathematical tool for the study of mechanism structure, which greatly accelerated the concept design of auto machine based on computer, thus forming a new direction of research on the basic theory of mechanism.
Basic understanding of mechanism is to know its degree of freedom (DOF). Calculation of degree of freedom originally is a simple problem, correct results can be obtained by making use of the traditional formula of Kutzbach-Grübler [4] [5] [6] , which based on arithmetic only. However, in the course of development of mechanics, some mechanisms founded not meet the above mentioned formula [7] [8] , Huang applied theory of screw to deal with this problem, proposed constrained screw to found the DOF [9] . However, only abstract analysis on DOF can be done by this method, this paper presents a new approach based on graph theory, both intuitive analysis on DOF and analysis on singularity may be occur can be done by using that, which also have important significance in the solution of working space of mechanism.
Analysis on DOF of Mechanism
According to description methods in reference [10] to [13] , the movement of mechanism can be decomposed into translation along the determined axis and rotation around the determined axis, as mentioned earlier, which defined as kinematic base, namely translation base and rotation base. Therefore, the spatial moving capability of mechanism can be expressed by the set of spatial moving capability of kinematic base synthetically, reference [13] present an example, refer to this method, analysis on DOF of hybrid mechanism show in Fig. 1 . M of branch chain 1 and branch chain 2 can be expressed respectively
(1) Dimensionality of spatial moving capability of branch chain. 
33 Dim( ) 6 MK  | can be obtained then, the DOF of hybrid mechanism show in Fig. 1 is 6 consequently.
The mechanism have the spatial moving capability provided by branch chain1 and branch chain 2, and the necessary and sufficient condition for no reduce in dimensionality is
, this proposition can be proved by reductio ad absurdum quickly, it omitted here.
Analysis on Singularity of Mechanism
When singularity occurred, the number of DOF will reduce, inconsistent exists between the dimensionality of branch chain in domain of itself and the dimensionality of branch chain in domain of mechanism, take the above mentioned hybrid mechanism as an example, there will
Or/and
The same result exists for parallel mechanism, there will no such result for serial mechanism.
The occurrence of singularity of hybrid mechanism show inn Fig.1 will bring the limit or assimilation of input translation base on branch chain 1 or/and branch chain 2.
(1) Position singularity. numbers of in-phase and assimilation case of limitation of input base of two branch chains are
The number of position singularity is 1 S7  . (2) Pose singularity. numbers of in-phase and dissimilarity case of limitation of input base of two branch chains are 1  1 1  3  3  2  1  2  3  3 2  3  3  3  3 S 2C 2(C C C ) 2(C C C ) 38
and numbers of asynchronism case of limitation of input base of two branch chains are 1  2  3  3  3  3  3 S 2(C C C ) 14 
From the above, the number of position or/and pose singularity can be easily calculated, this method can also be suitable for parallel mechanism with symmetrical structure, for common serial mechanism and parallel mechanism and hybrid mechanism, we can make use of the method of combination of reducing number of translation base and rotation base on branch chain of mechanism, that part will be described in detail in subsequent articles.
Conclusion
New method of graph theory on mechanism proposed based on the study on traditional graph theory of mechanism, conclusions obtained as following.
(1) description in graph theory on the spatial relative moving capability between adjacent components, it will be valid in the research on serial mechanism, parallel mechanism and hybrid mechanism.
(2) dimensionality of spatial moving capability of branch chain and mechanism defined based on the graph theory and kinematic base, solving method on DOF and necessary and sufficient condition of non singularity of mechanism deduced then.
(3) making use of criterion of inconsistent of dimensionality of spatial moving capability of branch chain in the domain of branch chain and domain of mechanism, in-phase and assimilation case and in-phase and dissimilarity case and asynchronism case of limitation of input base of branch adopted, case number of position singularity and pose singularity and position and pose singularity obtained through the method of combination of reducing number of translation base and rotation base on branch chain of mechanism.
